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<td>Oct 4, 2010</td>
<td>Kevin Weiss</td>
<td>American Medical Specialties</td>
<td>Section 4: Resource Use Measure Modules</td>
<td>Attribution: In our measure development process, we came to the conclusion that no single rule could apply across the entire measure set; rather, decisions on attribution should vary according to the clinical context of the condition. In some situations the measure can clearly be attributed to one individual (e.g. the provider performing a certain procedure). However, many conditions require input from a combination of primary and specialty care physicians and so the concept of multiple attribution is more appropriate in these situations. Attribution rules should be able to vary from measure to measure according to the disease or condition under study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 4, 2010</td>
<td>Kevin Weiss</td>
<td>American Board of Medical Specialties</td>
<td>General Comments on the White Paper</td>
<td>Peer Group Identification and Assignment: The paper states that the two key characteristics of the physician peer group are most often medical specialty and geographic location. We caution against comparing peer groups on the basis of geographic area as it may mask important variations in practice patterns occurring at the local level. The American Board of Medical Specialties Research and Education Foundation (ABMS R&amp;I) is pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the recent draft of the Resource Use Measurement White Paper. We appreciate the balanced perspectives and thorough coverage of the topic as presented in the paper. We also applaud the emphasis on resource use as only one component of efficiency measurement. In our measure development process, we took great care to create measures that reflect the grouping of resources from the clinical perspective of a condition–progression and treatment. However, resource measures, in isolation, do not measure appropriateness of care and so we strongly agree that any use of these measures for purposes of judgment or accountability should incorporate appropriate measures of quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 4, 2010</td>
<td>Jennifer Pearse</td>
<td>Ingenix</td>
<td>General Comments on the White Paper</td>
<td>On behalf of Ingenix, we feel like to thank NQF for the opportunity to comment on this topic and applaud NQF for culminating many months of thought and extensive debate into this White Paper. Resource use measurement has been a challenge for both organizations undertaking measurement and those being measured. Careful review and standards will be a major contribution. We provide both general and specific comments below. General Comments: 1. The five modules identified by NQF: (1) data protocol; (2) measure clinical logic; (3) measure construction logic; (4) adjustments for comparability; and (5) measure reporting all have importance. Modules 2, 3, and 4 form the core of any methodology and should be a major focus of the endowment process. For Modules 1 and 5, NQF guidelines and recommended practices from a measure developer will have the greatest value. Specific, prescribed approaches will be a challenge given the potentially different applications, data issues and measure focus across organizations. 2. Many resource measures will use a common approach for episodes, risk, or other units of measurement. We recommend that NQF consider a process where developers of those methods submit their approach for general review and endorsement. Other organizations could then submit for the relevant module components beyond those core methodologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Chairman, ABMS R&I Board of Directors & President, American Board of Internal Medicine
2. President, ABMS R&I Board of Directors & President, American Board of Pediatrics
Section 1: Measuring Efficiency and Resource Use in Healthcare

Comments refer to lines in the draft.

176: This statement does not characterize well the general use of quality and cost/resource use measures in the industry. Following NQF PHQ 2008 and Patient Charter, most organizations that measure cost of care do so in the context of quality.

177: Resource use measures are evaluated by NQF PHQ 2008 and Patient Charter.

205-207: A better example would be two visits of a different level (limited and comprehensive) or two very different procedures. The visit and procedure in the example would be counted separately in most (if not all) applications.

221: It is understandable that composites might be considered separately from measures for individual conditions. However, there is significant demand for and use of these measures in the industry. Composites should be a priority.

248-252: Please see comment for 205-207.

269-271: The terms &quot;resource use&quot; and &quot;cost&quot; are used interchangeably in different parts of the paper (and in the industry, in general). It is difficult in these definitions to see a clear difference/similarity/overlap. Same comment for &quot;use&quot; unit(s), at 274.

Section 2: Designing Measures that Acknowledge the Real World While Producing Usable Output

Comments note line number in draft.

403-411: A further dimension is the ability of a measure to be attributed to providers of different types and at different levels. Per capita measures can be attributed in a relatively straightforward way to a plan, a system/ACO, and to a PCP. However, attributing per capita measures to a specialist and other providers presents issues. Episode measures have greater flexibility in this regard &quot;and&quot; being attributable across the spectrum of provider types.

430-438: The point on not all services grouping to an episode is accurate (although almost 90% of services do group). However, the statement &quot;Generally, multiple episodes are not designed to relate to one another&quot; is not accurate. Most episode methodologies cover the clinical spectrum and use methods that acknowledge the presence of different episodes and their impact. Most methodologies are designed specifically to relate to one another &quot;and&quot; part of the challenge. The sentence at 435 does acknowledge this design, but if it is true, it is not consistent with the general statement at 430.

452: The leading inpatient hospital DRG methodologies do account for co-morbidities.

Section 3: Types of Resource Use Measures: Per Capita, Per Episode, Per Admission, Per Procedure, and Others

Comments refer to line number in draft.

558-560: This is particularly true if PCPs are involved – may want to make that distinction. Per capita measures will not work well for many specialties.

567-569: Is &quot;powerful&quot; the right term? Maybe a better way to say it is &quot;important&quot; and thus requires a different approach to risk adjustment.

572-576: The relative importance of coupling episode and per capita measures depends on the focus. For example, if system/ACO, focusing on the two approaches has value. This is less so for specialties, where there may be minimal opportunity to impact care outside of the provider, e.g., a general area of focus. The point also speaks to the importance of appropriateness.

585-593: The per procedure discussion describes procedure episodes, especially if extending to pre and post.

596-612: The general points made in this section have merit for systems, plans and PCPs. However, as noted for above, per capita measures have less relevance for many specialties. A distinction should be made between the types of physicians where both per capita and per episode measures make sense.

Section 4: Resource Use Measure Modules

Comments refer to line numbers

747: Although exclusions based on enrollment, benefits, and data can be accomplished as part of cleaning, clinical exclusions are typically accomplished as a later step.

856-857: The text is misleading. It is correct that many use annual periods for measurement. However, this approach is coupled with the clinical and methodological logic that recognizes different stages of a condition.

868-875: It is unclear how these last two sentences fit.

893: The use of the term &quot;corrective&quot; seems awkward. In many ways, risk adjustment is a further step in defining a measure &quot;and&quot; just like the ICD codes used for diabetes.

1157-1158: Many organizations use peer comparisons for quality.

1174: O/E methods actually weight observations by expected cost.

1180: Figure 7 &quot;and&quot; Difficulty to understand the tradeoffs with this composite measure. The # of observations could be added. Mean O/E ratio across measures would likely be weighted by # of observations. For the Total O/E approach, organizations weight by total expected services.

1190-1199: Double-counting of services and costs would create significant issues for most applications.

1211: All thresholds have value. However, the claim-line and entity threshold discussions may better fit elsewhere.
Oct 6 2010 5:55PM Jennifer Leiker Inogenesis

Section 5: Limitations, Implications, and Unresolved Questions About Resource Use Measurement

"Comments refer to line #s"

1284: Administrative data is also a limitation of quality measures. It should be noted if resource measures are different in this regard.

1286: Also an issue for quality. Are resource measures more or less impacted?

1287: The goal should not be sample size but statistical evidence of real differences.

1288: The term reliability is used here in the context of statistical reliability &;ndash; suggest use &ldquo;statistical reliability&rdquo;.

1289: Complete measures can provide insights across multiple conditions have significant value in resource measurement and should be noted as an option to address sample size.

1290: Transparency is important. However, the term proprietary and transparent are not the same. Many proprietary tools are available in more transparent ways than public domain tools (e.g., ability to explain the methodology). &ldquo;Proprietary and therefore not transparent&rdquo; is not necessarily true. The more challenging issue is how to make methodologies such as episode or complex population measures both transparent and understandable."

Oct 6 2010 5:58PM Jennifer Leiker Inogenesis

Section 6: Summary of NQF Evaluation Criteria for Measures of Resource Use

"5514: The use of the term &ldquo;reliability&rdquo; may create confusion with an alternative use of the term.

1518: Is the question around the consistency of software in applying a measure?

1519: NQF will need to provide detailed examples and guidance around this type of validation. What is an example of a gold standard?

1518: This is to test that exclusions are done consistently? Is the assessment around whether the exclusions make sense? Detailed guidance and examples needed.

1519: Will quality measures be restricted to NQF endorsed quality rules?

1517: In determining feasibility, this assessment should consider that most organizations use software to support measure implementation. Also, there is often a tradeoff between complexity and feasibility. More precise approaches for defining resource measures involve more complex approaches."

Oct 7 2010 5:37PM Janet Leiker American Academy of Family Physicians

Janet Leiker@ afp.org 913-906-6000

General Comments on the White Paper

On behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice:

This paper is generally well done and complete in its assessment of the area of resource use. There are four areas that we think need additional consideration. These comments have been posted in their respective sections.

Oct 7 2010 5:39PM Janet Leiker American Academy of Family Physicians

Section 1: Measuring Efficiency and Resource Use in Healthcare

On behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice

Patient Perspective and Preferences

The paper correctly acknowledges that the &ldquo;value of care&rdquo; must take into account the patient&mdash;view in order to be meaningful. For example, going half-way across the Country for surgery at a &ldquo;center for excellence&rdquo; &ldquo;without a lower cost and demonstrating slightly higher quality may have high value for the health plan or employer, but having the procedure done locally with ready access to family and friends for support may have higher value for the patient.

Patient choices and behaviors have significant influence on the cost, quantity and intensity of care. Any method that is designed to assess or influence the cost of care must take into account patient incentives. Patients who are aided by informed medical decisions making choose less intervention, less intensity of treatment and lower cost alternatives.

Patients should have incentives to choose and use a &ldquo;value of care&rdquo; approach. There is ample evidence that this alone lowers costs through fewer hospital admissions, fewer emergency department visits and fewer unnecessary tests and procedures. It also aids in providing clear attribution of costs to a primary provider.

Oct 7 2010 5:42PM Janet Leiker American Academy of Family Physicians

Section 3: Types of Resource Use Measures: Per Capita, Per Episode, Per Admission, Per Procedure, and Others

On Behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice

Different Approaches are Needed for Different Providers (part 1)

The paper seems to assume that a similar methodology should be used for all providers within a system. The efficiencies of a primary care physician, procedure oriented specialist and a hospital can and must be measured in very different ways. Episode of care (bundled payment) algorithms work extremely well for brief or acute care involving a hospitalization or a procedure (e.g. hip fracture or maternity care). Episodes methods are much more complete and less reliable when the patient has multiple co-morbidities and chronic illness. The framework must acknowledge the limitations of these methods certain care settings and should make recommendations about the best methods for each setting."

Oct 7 2010 5:43PM Janet Leiker American Academy of Family Physicians

Section 3: Types of Resource Use Measures: Per Capita, Per Episode, Per Admission, Per Procedure, and Others

On Behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice

Different Approaches are Needed for Different Providers (part 2)

The efficiency of primary care physicians might be best measured by the per capita costs (pmpm calculation of the total medical spend) because of the broad scope of services and the care coordination functions that actually save the system money. Focusing only on the efficiency of a few conditions with low prevalence in the office practice (e.g. OIP or AHI) may give little insight into the overall efficiency of the care provided to a population of patients. In similar fashion, primary care provider quality might best be measured using a composite of common conditions (e.g. diabetes, hypertension, asthma, cardiovascular disease and depression) rather than using the individual cost/quality determinations required by an episode methodology with small numbers for each.

Detailed pmpm cost reports for a wide variety of services (e.g. ED visits, lab testing, pharmacy, physical therapy or imaging) help providers focus on specific actions that may reduce overall costs. When possible these reports should provide comparable data for peers within the same market and similar patient populations."

Oct 7 2010 5:44PM Janet Leiker American Academy of Family Physicians

Section 2: Designing Measures that Acknowledge the Real World While Producing Usable Output

On behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice

Pharmacy Costs

Pharmacy costs and efficiency have commonly been measured using percent generic prescribing or single source drug prescribing rates. The efficiency of drug prescribing is best measured by the pmpm pharmaceutical costs in the population served by a particular physician. Only the pmpm costs will reflect a physician&rsquos choice to recommend a treatment regimen that relies on lifestyle modification, over-the-counter medications, or counseling instead of a prescription with unknown benefit."
October 7, 2010
5:46PM
Leiker
Academy of Family Physicians

Section 5: Limitations, Implications, and Unresolved Questions About Resource Use Measurement

On Behalf of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice

Transparency and Reliability are Keys to Success

Full transparency and disclosure of information about the methodology and algorithms used for efficiency measures will be essential for their effective use and acceptance by the provider community. NQF should not endorse measures that are not available for public scrutiny. The endorsement process should include evaluation of a measure’s&copy; validity and reliability to assure that all the measures perform well using the variety of data sets currently available.

The American Nurses Association (ANA) notes the document’s&copy; appropriate use of knee replacement surgery as an example of the numbers of these replacements will likely continue to rise. However, had another example (i.e., hip replacement surgery) been selected the document does not indicate whether there would be differentiation between an open procedure and one that was minimally invasive. Resource use in the OR depends on type of procedure as well as on team communication regarding what supplies, approach, prophylaxis, etc. will be used. Identification of &lsquo;supply used&rsquo; is not among the elements to be quantified and (in its absence) true measurement of physician practice patterns will likely not be achieved.

October 7, 2010
6:48PM
Gallagher

American Nurses Association
DrRitaMunley@ATT.net

General Comments on the White Paper

The American Nurses Association (ANA) believes the document will benefit from careful editing to add clarity and eliminate typographical and/or grammatical errors including:

Lines 239-240, a word (possibly &lsquo;heterogeneous&rsquo;) is missing after &lsquo;The ability to.&rsquo;

Line 347, OR is no longer an acronym for &lsquo;Office of Consumer Affairs.&rsquo; It is now just known as &lsquo;OCA&rsquo; or &lsquo;OR&rsquo;

Line 446, delete &lsquo;further&rsquo; after &lsquo;and&rsquo;

There is no test reference to Exhibit 3, which likely belongs around line 526.

Line 536, delete &lsquo;and&rsquo; after &lsquo;the table&rsquo; and add &lsquo;Add Exhibit 4 &rsquo;and&rsquo;

Exhibit 4-4 &lsquo;What is it?&rsquo;

a) Per capita patient-based &lsquo;and&rsquo; should be &lsquo;and/relevant&rsquo; and, not &lsquo;and/diagnostic&rsquo;

b) Per admission &lsquo;and&rsquo; delete extra space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and/relevant&rsquo;

c) Per procedure &lsquo;and&rsquo; delete extra space between &lsquo;and/specific&rsquo; and &lsquo;and/repeat&rsquo; and, &lsquo;and/repeat&rsquo; &lsquo;and&rsquo; should be &lsquo;and/repeat&rsquo; &lsquo;and&rsquo;

October 7, 2010
6:54PM
Gallagher

American Nurses Association
DrRitaMunley@ATT.net

General Comments on the White Paper

The American Nurses Association (ANA) also notes the following instances of typographical and/or grammatical errors:

7. Line 581 &lsquo;and&rsquo; add comma after &lsquo;measured&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

8. Line 607-608 &lsquo;and&rsquo; recommend changing &lsquo;higher&rsquo; or &lsquo;equivalent&rsquo; to &lsquo;and/or better&rsquo; or &lsquo;better outcome&rsquo; &lsquo;and&rsquo; or just &lsquo;and better outcome&rsquo; &lsquo;and&rsquo;

9. Lines 614-618 &lsquo;and&rsquo; recommend adding a comma after &lsquo;and&rsquo; &lsquo;evaluated&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; move the evaluation terms to a footnote &lsquo;and&rsquo; terms of importance to measure and report, scientific acceptability of measure properties, usability, and feasibility &lsquo;and/or&rsquo; a link to the evaluation terms &lsquo;and&rsquo;

October 7, 2010
6:56PM
Gallagher

American Nurses Association
DrRitaMunley@ATT.net

General Comments on the White Paper

ANA calls attention to the following:

10. Page 63 1c. NQF Quality Measure

a) second line; add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

b) third line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; relevant&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

c) fourth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; (or &lsquo;and&rsquo;)

d) fifth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; (or &lsquo;and&rsquo;)

e) sixth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and structure&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

f) seventh line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; (or &lsquo;and&rsquo;)

11. Page 63 1c. Proposed Resource Use

a) second line; add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

b) third line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; relevant&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

c) fourth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; (or &lsquo;and&rsquo;)

d) fifth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; (or &lsquo;and&rsquo;)

e) sixth line, add space between &lsquo;and&rsquo; and &lsquo;function&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo; and structure&rsquo; and &lsquo;and&rsquo;

The American Medical Association (AMA) appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the NQF&rsquo;s Resource Use Measurement White Paper. The paper provides a comprehensive review of the complex issues surrounding health-care efficiency and resource-use measurement. The paper is well written and the discussion is presented at a level for all interested stakeholders. The PCIP strongly supports the recommendations throughout the paper that resource-use measures developers be transparent in describing in detail the steps and decisions made during the development and specification of the measures. We also agree with the requirement that measure developers carry out validity and reliability testing of the measures in each of the five modules of the resource-use measure. In addition, the AMA has long felt that measures of efficiency are multidimensional and should not be separated from quality measurement. To this end, we have outlined a framework for aligning quality measurement with costs of care (A Framework and Empirical Strategies for Assessing Healthcare Efficiency, http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/info/special/rt/376/ama_supp/efficiency.pdf).

Below are general comments on two topic areas in the paper, as well as some comments regarding particular language within the paper.7
Risk Adjustment

While the sections covering risk adjustment outline potential problems or limitations (eg, use of administrative data in risk adjustment methodologies), the white paper provides few recommendations. The paper at a minimum should require efficiency measure developers to include a complete description of the risk adjustment procedures utilized. There should be no &lt;@&gt;black box&amp;gt; in this area. The description should include the model specification, variables, rationale for variable inclusion, data sources, and evidence of the effectiveness for the measures developed, as well as results from application to other measures.

Physician-Level Attribution

The AKA supports measures that appropriately assign responsibility to physicians in those instances when it has been consistently shown that the measure is directly dependent on a physician’s actions or the actions of other healthcare professional for which the physician has significant oversight authority. As such we caution the KQF in including statements that suggest that responsibility for &lt;@&gt;black box&amp;gt; measures can generally be attributed to an individual physician (Pg 34, lines 1015-1017).

Line 662 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; For example, for the purposes of feedback and confidential reporting to physicians, or when measuring large populations or entities, it may be acceptable to use a less powerful risk adjustment approach, whereas, for the same measure when the purpose is public reporting, a more complete and rigorous risk adjustment may be necessary.&lt;/@&gt; The attributed physician, in reporting to physicians as (confidential reporting or not) the risk adjustment system should be as rigorous as in any other use of the measures.

Line 746 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; As a result, Medicare has full-year claims data only for some of its beneficiaries and is missing drug claims or a subset of this group.&lt;/@&gt; The limitation of not having information from drug claims or patients not being enrolled in drug coverage should be more fully fleshed out in discussions of data protocol, stratification, and risk adjustment.

The following are comments on specific sections of the white paper:

*Line 189 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; the term &lt;@&gt;kw&lt;/@&gt; and &lt;@&gt;hig&lt;/@&gt; do not capture the relative comparisons between the quadrants. Using &lt;@&gt;low&lt;/@&gt; and &lt;@&gt;hig&lt;/@&gt; seems more descriptive of the concepts being illustrated in the exhibit.

*Line 567 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; Episode-based measures are by construction generally more homogenous than per capita or patient measures and thus do not require as powerful a risk adjustment.&lt;/@&gt; There is evidence to substantiate this claim. While an episode could be defined as more homogenous than other types of measures, all episodes need not be. The degree of homogeneity will depend on the condition and the population of patients. The risk adjustment system should also vary by condition and patient population. The examples (line 185) of a highly homogenous measure for patients with comorbidities would still require risk adjustment.

*Line 897 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; Risk adjustment approaches often are defined as the process of adjusting payments to healthcare providers or health plans to account for the health status of the patients or members.&lt;/@&gt; Referring to the use of risk-adjusting payments is confusing when the focus is on measure use.

Line 1021 &lt;@&gt;BFDash;&amp;lt;/@&gt; In one extreme, with plans that assign patients to a primary care physician and explicitly hold the primary care physician accountable for the care the patient receives&amp;dash;such as HMOs that use gatekeepers&amp;dash;the attribution of a patient&amp;apos;s resource use is relatively straightforward.&lt;/@&gt; This might only be applicable for primary care services, or maybe chronic care episodes. But why would attribution be assigned to a gatekeeper for procedure based episodes? Also, what percentage of plans use gatekeepers?

Lines 1034-1037: It may not be appropriate to rely on the Auran LLC study cited in this report for justifying the linking of costs of care to a single provider given that the study cited relied on administrative claims. As we know, administrative claims do not necessarily appropriately reflect the care provided to a patient.

Risk Adjustment

While the sections covering risk adjustment outline potential problems or limitations (eg, use of administrative data in risk adjustment methodologies), the white paper provides few recommendations. The paper at a minimum should require efficiency measure developers to include a complete description of the risk adjustment procedures utilized. There should be no &lt;@&gt;black box&amp;gt; in this area. The description should include the model specification, variables, rationale for variable inclusion, data sources, and evidence of the effectiveness for the measures developed, as well as results from application to other measures.

Physician-Level Attribution

The PCPI supports measures that appropriately assign responsibility to physicians in those instances when it has been consistently shown that the measure is directly dependent on a physician’s actions or the actions of other healthcare professional for which the physician has significant oversight authority. As such we caution the KQF in including statements that suggest that responsibility for &lt;@&gt;black box&amp;gt; measures can generally be attributed to an individual physician (Pg 34, lines 1015-1017).

The Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement&amp;ldquo; appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the KQF&amp;apos;s Resource Use Measurement White Paper. The paper provides a comprehensive review of the complex issues surrounding health care efficiency and resource use measurement. The paper is well written and the discussion is presented at a level for all interested stakeholders. The PCPI strongly supports the recommendation throughout the paper that resource use developers be transparent in describing in detail the steps and decisions made during the development and specification of the measures. We also agree with the requirement that resource developers carry out validity and reliability testing of the measures in each of the five modules of the resource use measurement. In addition, the PCPI has long felt that measures of efficiency are multidimensional and should not be separated from quality measurement. To this end, we have outlined a framework for aligning quality measurement with costs of care (A Framework and Empirical Strategies for Assessing Healthcare Efficiency, http://www.ama-assn.org/ama1/pub/upload/mm370/nwac_sures_efficiency.pdf). Below are general comments on two topic areas in the paper, as well as some comments regarding particular language within the paper.
The following comments are on specific sections of the white paper:

Line 562 Bandish: &ldquo;For example, for the purposes of feedback and confidential reporting to physicians, or when measuring large populations or entities, it may be acceptable to use a less powerful risk adjustment approach; whereas, for the same measure when the purpose is public reporting, a more complete and rigorous risk adjustment may be necessary.&rdquo; (Referring to the use of risk adjusting payments is confusing when the focus is on resource use.)

Line 720 Bandish: &ldquo;As a result, Medicare has full-year claims data only for some of its beneficiaries and is missing drug claims for a subset of this group.&rdquo; (The limitation of not having information from drug claims or patients not being enrolled in drug coverage should be more fully fleshed out in discussions of data protocol, stratification, and risk adjustment.)

Lines 1021 &ndash; &ldquo;in one extreme, with plans that assign patients to a primary care physician and explicitly hold the primary care physician accountable for the care the patient receives.&rdquo; (As HMOs that use gatekeepers reach the attribution of a patient’s resource use is relatively straightforward. This might only be applicable for primary care services, or maybe chronic care episodes. But why would attribution be assigned to a gatekeeper for procedure based episodes? Also, what percentage of plans use gatekeepers?)

Lines 1034-1037 - It may not be appropriate to rely on the Acumen LLC study cited in this report for justifying the linking of costs of care to a single provider given that the study cited relied on administrative claims. As we know, administrative claims do not necessarily appropriately reflect the care provided to a patient.

The following opportunity to comment on this well-written and thoughtful document that addresses a critical topic in the area of measurement. The ACC and AHA are committed to providing the highest-quality care to patients and are aware that costs of care cannot be ignored. Indeed, the ACC and AHA have specifically addressed the methodology of measuring health care efficiency. For example, the ACC and AHA have developed a series of measures that address the appropriate utilization of health care resources in a manner that is consistent with the concept of efficiency. However, as discussed in this NQF document, resource use alone does not characterize efficiency. For example, a program that cuts costs without consequences for the concerns on quality is different than a resource use perspective to another that achieves similar cost savings without adversely affecting quality. Thus, resource use measures in isolation are of little value to patients, providers, or payers. Further, resource use measures alone when used for accountability are likely to pressure providers to avoid patient care which will incur the highest costs, such as the elderly and those with numerous illnesses. Although the document discusses these issues, it does not seem to go far enough in requiring that any measure of "efficiency" is needed to have the opportunity to comment. This was a very well done document representing succinctly a wide range of methodologies currently employed. We do have a few general comments and then will include specifics in the respective sections:

--The emphasis on evidence-based medicine and the evaluation processes limit the determinations of efficiency and resource use to only that estimated 20% of health care services that are truly evidence-based. The other factors such as patient preferences, provider-patient family relationship values, employer measures of presenteeism, social values of equity and justice, and cultural values all need to be included in determinations of efficiency and effectiveness of care. That is to say, medicine is not only about science and physiology:

--The paper accurately describes what might be considered a methodology "Tower of Babel." There are excellent discussions of the attributes of methodologies for measurement, there is no discussion of the appropriateness of one methodology over another, or the circumstances of measurement when one method may be preferred to another. A timeline should be established:

--Of particular concern is the use of concepts on the methods of physician attribution. Without that piece, the rest of discussions on concepts on measurement methodology is not going to be as fruitful.

The following comments are on specific sections of the white paper:

Line 562 Bandish: &ldquo;For example, for the purposes of feedback and confidential reporting to physicians, or when measuring large populations or entities, it may be acceptable to use a less powerful risk adjustment approach; whereas, for the same measure when the purpose is public reporting, a more complete and rigorous risk adjustment may be necessary.&rdquo; (Referring to the use of risk adjusting payments is confusing when the focus is on resource use.)

Line 720 Bandish: &ldquo;As a result, Medicare has full-year claims data only for some of its beneficiaries and is missing drug claims for a subset of this group.&rdquo; (The limitation of not having information from drug claims or patients not being enrolled in drug coverage should be more fully fleshed out in discussions of data protocol, stratification, and risk adjustment.)

Lines 1021 &ndash; &ldquo;in one extreme, with plans that assign patients to a primary care physician and explicitly hold the primary care physician accountable for the care the patient receives.&rdquo; (As HMOs that use gatekeepers reach the attribution of a patient’s resource use is relatively straightforward. This might only be applicable for primary care services, or maybe chronic care episodes. But why would attribution be assigned to a gatekeeper for procedure based episodes? Also, what percentage of plans use gatekeepers?)

Lines 1034-1037 - It may not be appropriate to rely on the Acumen LLC study cited in this report for justifying the linking of costs of care to a single provider given that the study cited relied on administrative claims. As we know, administrative claims do not necessarily appropriately reflect the care provided to a patient.

The following opportunity to comment on this well-written and thoughtful document that addresses a critical topic in the area of measurement. The ACC and AHA are committed to providing the highest-quality care to patients and are aware that costs of care cannot be ignored. Indeed, the ACC and AHA have specifically addressed the methodology of measuring health care efficiency. For example, a program that cuts costs without consequences for the concerns on quality is different than a resource use perspective to another that achieves similar cost savings without adversely affecting quality. Thus, resource use measures in isolation are of little value to patients, providers, or payers. Further, resource use measures alone when used for accountability are likely to pressure providers to avoid patient care which will incur the highest costs, such as the elderly and those with numerous illnesses. Although the document discusses these issues, it does not seem to go far enough in requiring that any measure of "efficiency" is needed to have the opportunity to comment. This was a very well done document representing succinctly a wide range of methodologies currently employed. We do have a few general comments and then will include specifics in the respective sections:

--The emphasis on evidence-based medicine and the evaluation processes limit the determinations of efficiency and resource use to only that estimated 20% of health care services that are truly evidence-based. The other factors such as patient preferences, provider-patient family relationship values, employer measures of presenteeism, social values of equity and justice, and cultural values all need to be included in determinations of efficiency and effectiveness of care. That is to say, medicine is not only about science and physiology:

--The paper accurately describes what might be considered a methodology "Tower of Babel." There are excellent discussions of the attributes of methodologies for measurement, there is no discussion of the appropriateness of one methodology over another, or the circumstances of measurement when one method may be preferred to another. A timeline should be established:

--Of particular concern is the use of concepts on the methods of physician attribution. Without that piece, the rest of discussions on concepts on measurement methodology is not going to be as fruitful.
Section 2: Designing Measures that Acknowledge the Real-World While Producing Usable Output

Line 475–makes references to contemporary commercial methodologies from a study by Thomas et al. [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1310481] that used statistical methodologies in place more than a decade ago. There have been greater advances in the statistical processes so that this reference and its conclusions are not necessarily correct.

What is not addressed in this section is the need for a standardized attribution methodology so that costs may be attributed in a uniform fashion. This is not mentioned until Module 5 (line 1030).

Section 3: Types of Resource Use Measures: Per Capita, Per Episode, Per Admission, Per Procedure, and Others

Line 562–There is no discussion of the concerns about stacking of episodes of care so that each episode may be appropriate in cost; but that the provider has a greater number of episodes because of poor care coordination. This would raise costs just a few days. Care Coordination and Appropriateness of Care are key elements if episodes of care are a unit.

Line 713–Inclusion and Exclusion—this is a very good section, describing what we all do in managing data. It does not discuss, however, the issues with pharmacy costs when a person receives medications outside of RHR®. For example, samples, drugs mailed from Canada, etc.

Line 254–Measure Clinical Logic—This argument is based upon comparison of treatment of single conditions, and recognizes that many patients have multiple conditions. But rather than this being a flaw, it is an opportunity to build efficiency measures for managing patients/members who do have confounding medical problems. That is real world medicine, so single condition analyses are frequently not appropriate.

Line 918–The concept of stratification to account for disparities of care should be used when that is the intended measurement, but does not need to be included in all analyses unlike risk-adjustment which is critical in outcomes determinations and in most cost efficiency measurements (line 919).

Section 4: Resource Use Measure Modules

Line 1227–The draft includes the 5A criteria that CMS captures (plus &quot;other&quot; and other) whereas most health plans use the 20-AMIS specialty designations. We have found issues in specialties such as dermatology, cardiology, gynecology, and ophthalmology where there are distinct subspecialization that do not have AMIS recognized Boards.

Line 1239–Translation can be done at a specialty level as well as specialty areas such as dermatology have low level costs whereas oncology has higher level costs. We ‘ve found it necessary to set levels for &quot;translation&quot; by specialty type that is not described in this section.

Line 1273–A standard must reliably and validly measure what is intended to evaluated it. It was stated that everyone accepts variation in medical management by physicians and hospitals, but is unwilling to accept any variation in measurement.

Line 1520–Scientific acceptability of measure properties—it would seem to me that it is not just a scientific evaluation but an economic and social value examination. Limiting to the methods employed in pure medical or laboratory science will not get a full picture of the value proposition that also encompass the economic impact on society and the social good of health care services. This section is too limiting. As a result, the types of measures being submitted will be biased towards aspects of evidence-based medicine and not towards other legitimate interests.’

Proposed Resource Use Evaluation Criteria (Appendix B)

‘A: Conditions for Consideration—Part C should be amended to include among the intended use of the measures to add &quot;development of health-care delivery system&quot; in addition to public reporting and quality improvement. This would allow health plans to use this information in program, tiered networks, or development of ACQOs (page 61).

B: Measure Focus—Trying to get efficiency measures to meet &quot;apposite or one of more of the five IOM aims of quality, effectiveness, equity, patient-centeredness, safety and timeliness&quot; will be asking more of efficiency measures than is realistic. There is a tendency to make one set of tools do more than is possible and that will delay the process because of the discussions, and lead to a poorer set of tools (page 61).

C: 2a &quot;For outcome measures and other measures...and evidence-based risk-adjustment strategy is specified&quot;—this proposal will limit the types of measures of resource use to those which have a medical model bias and do not necessarily take into account more global economic impacts or patient-preference/social impact models. This is a weakness in the proposal as it is too limiting. (page 66)

D: Feasibility-point 4 it Exclusions is a great point as it limits extraneous information.’

General Comments on the White Paper

‘We applaud the NQF for developing a white paper on the important topic of resource use measurement, and we appreciate the opportunity to comment.’

‘We agree with the formulation that resource use measurement must be connected to quality measurement. One example of connecting quality to cost assessment is our UnitedHealth Premium® designation program, in which only physicians designated for quality of care are eligible for designation as cost-efficient.’

‘The white paper indicates that NQF would favor if not require resource measures that are connected directly to one or more NQF Endorsed® quality measures. We are concerned that this would create too narrow a set of resource use measures. We note that the current NQF Endorsed measures have gaps in terms of appropriateness measures, outcome measures, and in general in the areas of specialty and surgical care. Resource use assessment in these areas is necessary as a part of addressing the urgent affordability agenda. Conversely, the framework proposed in the white paper underscores the need for measures that fill gaps in the NQF Endorsed measurement set.’

Section 3: Types of Resource Use Measures: Per Capita, Per Episode, Per Admission, Per Procedure, and Others

‘A requirement for corresponding NQF Endorsed quality measures could result in resource use measures limited to narrow scopes (i.e. specific types or settings of resource use). On the other hand, episode of care techniques are commonly to create composite resource measures, as the white paper appears to anticipate in pages 39-41, for example. It is unclear therefore how the NQF proposed formulation would allow creation of NQF Endorsed composite episode resource measures. Based on UHC’s experience more than 8 years’ experience in this area [please see the details in the comments that we submitted in the PDF document], we recommend that NQF refine the topic composite episode measure out of this paper and instead a separate white paper to be developed at a later time. In regards to NQF &quot;other&quot; multiple types of resource use measures, UHC agrees that measures or combinations of measures should be selected in light of the goal of measurement. In particular, we agree that population measures should supplement episode measures, and we are working towards that end.’
The white paper follows standard English usage of the word, reliability. Given recent publicity, the audience of the white paper will surely be familiar with the RAND research on statistical reliability. We recommend that the NQF white paper carefully and clearly defines its meaning of reliability the first time the term is used, and again when necessary, as well as explicitly distinguish it from statistical reliability. The discussion on pp 39 and 40 regarding different methods of O/E construction is misleading. The two methods (mean of O/E vs total O/E) do indeed yield different results, but the mean O/E is not methodologically sound. Composite O/E ratios must preserve case mix and severity adjustment (and in fact are constructed so as to do that through indirect standardization). The mean O/E method does not do that. Please see the illustration in the PDF document. Therefore the fact that the mean O/E method yields a different result is not relevant. Due to the 1500-character limitation of online submission, more comments are submitted in the PDF document (sections 15A&15C).

Section 5: Limitations, Implications, and Unresolved Questions About Resource Use Measurement

In regards to limitations of claims and administrative data, the white paper does not present a balanced view. Sample size is not a limitation specific to claims or administrative data; in fact sample sizes are often larger when drawn from administrative data than chart data due to the high cost of chart abstraction. Similarly, R&D cost has been methodology applied to many types of data. Therefore both of these comments should be removed from the section on limitations of claims data, and they should reflect that all data is subject to potential issues. In addition to EMR data, ICD-10 will increase the utility of claims and administrative data. To be balanced, the report should also mention that chart data itself has been shown to contain errors when compared to a video tape of the actual encounter, and that chart data is inherently incomplete because it reflects only that data entered or collected by one physician.

Proposed Resource Use Evaluation Criteria (Appendix B)

Generally we agree with the principles for measures of resource use, however it could be improved in several ways. Due to the 1500-character limitation of online submission, more comments are submitted in the PDF document (sections 12-14).

Line 570–76: We are concerned, that the suggestion of adding a population-based per capita resource use measure to the episode measure, would be viewed as reaching the issues of the inability to distinguish appropriateness of the service. It does not.

Using Resource Use Measures

Line 614-618: This sentence concludes that measures developers need to provide a measure that provides a complete resource use picture of those being evaluated. While you may be able to build a measure that does this, measured use will be very restricted. This is not even feasible for Medicare databases, which are already large. All Payor Claims Data often is without the self-pay and uninsured patient data. State discharge data often does contain other or activity. There is no database, except the physical group&database, that provides all the resource use for individual physicians. Setting the standard of a complete resource use picture of those evaluated means that measures may be submitted, but there will be very limited use of these measures.

Line 1290&mdash;The statement that &amp;quot;gaps and incomplete clinical information compromise the ability to use administrative data for measurement&amp;quot; seems to make a conclusion which is not necessarily the case. If we are going to determine cost, it is the only source for the information. Clinical information would not be a better source&amp;mdash;it is more inclusive&amp;mdash;but it is not the element of interest. Administrative data is the most relevant data for this type of measurement. This section implies that it is not. Yes, it is limitations, but those should be addressed more specifically, by condition or by procedure. There is detail in the area that is missing&amp;mdash;and instead the conclusion is drawn that all administrative data is compromised.

Line 1344–1347: The addition to the criteria for high or unexplained&amp;mdash;variation is inappropriate. If there is variation it means that costs can be reduced, and at this particular point, it seems that this is significant. Second, the addition of the requirement for the variation to be &amp;quot;unexplained&amp;quot; is inappropriate. For example, a recent article in the NEJM esp&amp;mdash;titled &amp;quot;Low-Cost Lessons from Grand Junction, Colorado&amp;quot; relates criticisms of the Dartmouth Atlas for failing to adjust for regional price variation (a form of &amp;quot;explained&amp;quot; variation). This article cites three independent observations confirming that Grand Junction provides low-cost healthcare. Second, the University of Wisconsin County Health Rankings show that the population in Grand Junction&amp;mdash;Mesa County is far less healthy and high than those of other US counties with high Medicare costs. And finally, that it is number one in Colorado for the quality of clinical care being provided. The lesson is that sometimes the explained variation is the variation you no longer care! Please remove the term &amp;quot;unexplained&amp;quot; from all references in the criteria.

Importance to Measure and Report

Line 1538–1529: The inclusion of &amp;quot;L&amp;quot; measure reporting&amp;mdash;may not be appropriate as stated. I would suggest the following &amp;quot;L&amp;quot; guidance on measure reporting &amp;quot;Since this is relatively new area of measurement, and it has not been reported publicly to any extent, it is inappropriate for NQF to &amp;quot;condense a method for reporting&amp;quot; until there is more research done on this area.

Line 1538–1529: We would suggest that the two modules for &amp;quot;per procedure&amp;quot; and &amp;quot;per admission&amp;quot; should qualify by &amp;quot;time limited&amp;quot; status if they have not been fully tested. These types of measures are less likely to be complex, and therefore, should still fall into the category of &amp;quot;potential for time-limited status&amp;quot;. These measures are likely to have a narrow focus and apply to single providers, limited timeframes, and fairly clear coding and specifications. Given the dearth of resource-use measures, NQF should allow these the same leeway that has been given for quality measures, where there are now 10&amp;quot; of measures.

Line 1542–1543&mdash;The wording seems to suggest that each of the individual elements of the measure would require separate testing. I think it should be made clear that only the overall measure validity would need to be completed.
Section 6: Summary of NGF Evaluation Criteria for Measures of Resource Use

Inclusion &dquo;...a bit too far&dquo; when the denominator is selected, eg., isolated CABG for a procedure, the measure developer should not have to test total CABGs to show why they selected isolated CABG. Likewise, if the measure is for cost of isolated CABG, the measure developer should not have to test CABG with AVR costs. Also, if you are looking at a procedure where there are many appropriate measure exclusions, eg. &quot;...electro delivery...&quot; There are over 100 separate codes that are exclusions from the denominator and some additional from the numerator. This would be impractical and meaningless to test each one.

Usability

Line 1572&dquo;...At this point in time we have over 500 quality measures, but only a handful of resource use measures...&quot; and we are in the early stages of developing resource use measures. To add the &quot;...preference...&quot; for resource measures linked to quality measures seems premature.

Section on Feasibility

Line 1577&dquo;...It seems that a new requirement has been added for resource use measures...&dquo; &dquo;...unable without undue burden.&quot; This is not one of the requirements for other measures, and should not be a requirement for resource use. Measure developers will be caught in a contradictory framework on these measures.&dquo;&dquo;...preference for comprehensive measures, complex attributional rules, risk adjustment, testing all exclusions, and then being asked to not make it too complicated, and doing that charge too much.&quot;

Proposed Resource Use Evaluation Criteria (Appendix B)

In this section, the assumption is made that all resource use measures are complex. I would disagree. It is possible that in at least two domains (per admission, per procedure/condition level) measures would not necessarily be complex. These measures, generally might only be attributable to one facility or one provider, would likely be time-limited (eg., inpatient stay, or diagnostic test), have clear codes and specifications. I would suggest that these two domains not be considered a priori as complex.

1. Importance to Measure

The addition to the criteria of &quot;...high or unexplained variance...&quot; variation is inappropriate. If there is variation it means that costs can be reduced, and at this particular point, it seems that this is significant. Second, the addition of the requirement for the variation to be &quot;...explained...&quot; is inappropriate. For example, a recent article in the NEJM[1], titled &quot;Low Cost Lessons from Grand Junction, Colorado,&quot; refuted criticisms of the Dartmouth Atlas for failing to adjust for regional price variation (a form of &quot;...explained...&quot; variation). This article cites three independent observations confirming that Grand Junction provides low-cost healthcare. Second, the University of Wisconsin County Health Rankings show that the population in Grand Junction is the fairest than those of other US counties with high Medicare costs. And finally, that it is number one in Colorado for the quality of clinical care being provided. The lesson is that sometimes the explained variation need not change! Please remove the term &quot;...explained variation...&quot; from all references in the criteria[1].

General Comments on the White Paper

The document is well organized and thorough. We offer the following comments for consideration for improving the construction of this proposed measurement:

- Use of standardized pricing schedules within sector of care (inpatient, outpatient, professional, etc) is a common method for isolating resource use but it has a major limitation. That result is imputed resource use may still be clouded by unequal levels of payment in different geographic of the country. Health Partners has developed an algorithm to consistently and thoroughly analyze resource use and we would be happy to share this method with NGF and make it publicly available.

- Risk adjustment techniques must be robust enough to achieve a high and reliable level of performance statistics at the throughout all units of analyses including the highest to the lowest unit (eg. plan or provider level). To-date, we have not encountered an open source tool that meets these standards. Additionally, open source tools are confounded by how each individual user interprets and applies the specifications. This benefit differentials among plans will confound results and must be adjusted for to ensure comparability.

- Plans or groups that optimally manage patients with chronic disease such that they are able to address secondary health issues need some consideration in the unit of analysis and/or the risk adjustment so these additional services are not counted against them.

- Coding completeness and accuracy across the country has variation and will cause a lowest common denominator approach. This will penalize performing plans and providers operating in parts of the country with existing high standards and consistency. We recommend early policy work to ensure administrative uniformity in data collection (see MA AUC standards).

- The Pacific Business Group on Health appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Resource Use Measurement White Paper. This is a timely document given the increasing interest in ensuring greater value for our health care dollars and the critical need to lower costs. We applaud the Steering Committee's work to summarize and assess the current status of resource use measurement, and appreciate its effort to create a document that reflects a balanced perspective. We provide suggestions on how the document can be improved.

- This section of the document highlights frustration, confusion, and anxiety that arise from implementing a range of resource use measures and methodologies. At the same time, the document should underscore the importance of allowing for flexibility in specifying measurement options to support different stakeholder needs.
While it does mention the findings described in MedPAC\textsuperscript{1} and its 2009 Report to Congress, the white paper neglects to mention more recent research published by MedPAC in August 2010. 

The Reliability of Physician Cost Profiling in Medicare\textsuperscript{2}, which is an important reference that sheds light on a number of the issues raised in the white paper:

Line 614-618 (Using Resource Use Measures)

According to the document &ldquo;quality of measures will need to account for perspective and provide a comprehensive resource use picture of those being evaluated.&rdquo; This appears to be an unreasonable requirement as providing a complete picture of a provider's resource use suggests that the user must have access to data on how a provider cares for their patients across payers, all conditions, etc. Providing a comprehensive assessment is challenging for Medicare, which has extensive databases; let alone those in the private sector. Also, as a matter of NQF policy, if such were to be required of resource use measures, the same standard should be applied to quality measures, i.e., users of quality measures will need to provide a complete picture of a provider's quality of care across the spectrum of their patients.\textsuperscript{3} health:

Line 685-688

In describing the measure reporting module, the document states: &ldquo;The last module, reporting, or the analytic functions necessary to report resource use measures reliably and validly, includes steps to calculate a benchmark, attribute results to providers or eligible entity, and provide statistical information necessary to interpret findings when reported.&rdquo;

Conveying performance information to consumers is still in the early stages of development and should not be constrained. We therefore recommend that the word &ldquo;quality&rdquo; be removed. Effectively communicating provider performance to consumers may or may not include &ldquo;statistical.&rdquo; information (e.g., confidence intervals). This consideration should also be applied to lines 1225-1264.

Line 930-936 (Risk Adjustment Approach)

This section of the document discusses the limitations of administrative and claims data, including the lack of clinical details. This is part of a long-standing debate over whether additional (clinical) data are necessary for risk-adjustment, which will never be resolved to the satisfaction of all stakeholders. Therefore, NQF may need to specify methods to determine when risk-adjustment is sufficient for the need. In addition, this section should cite recent research that shows that by including electronic lab values with administrative data, its ability to adjust for patient risk factors is significantly improved and comparable to clinical data from medical charts and is much more economical than using a full clinical data-set. (See &ldquo;Enhancement of Claims Data to Improve Risk Adjustment of Hospital Mortality&rdquo;\textsuperscript{4})

Line 947-1001 (Costing Methodology)

This section outlines the benefits of using standardized prices instead of actual prices. We believe that the section should also discuss the benefits of using actual prices for any stakeholder who is paying the bill, in whole or in part. In the private market, providers have demanded higher reimbursements on the basis of their market share rather than quality of care. If resource measures rely on standardized prices, this will be employed by employers and purchasers to hold providers accountable for using oligopolistic powers to extract higher prices.'

Line 1111-1114 (Peer Group Identification and Assignment)

In the discussion around attribution, it should be added that peer groups can and should be expanded to not only include individuals from the same specialty, but also primary care physicians and those from other specialties. Primary care physicians or other specialists may practice more efficiently for patients with a given condition. This possibility should always be assessed.

Line 1129-1138 (Peer Group Identification and Assignment)

The paper elaborates on the challenges of identifying to which specialty a physician belongs. We encourage the paper to delineate ways in which these challenges can be overcome. For example, Medicare, from which 97% of all eligible physicians accept reimbursement, collects information on the specialties of its enrolled physicians, but the data are often inaccurate. The steering committee white paper should recommend that CMS require accurate, up-to-date reporting of specialty designations of its contracted providers using objective criteria, e.g., board certification, and encourage this information to be made available to other payers and purchasers.\textsuperscript{5}

Line 1285-1298 (Claims and Other Administrative Data Limitations)

This section of the document does not appropriately balance the essential nature of administrative claims data for resource use measurement against its imperfections. Claims data are the most accurate source of data on paid cost and resource use. Unfortunately, the document does not highlight their pivotal role in assessing costs but rather incorrectly suggests that clinical information, which does not contain the necessary elements to perform resource use analyses, would be superior. While administrative data has its limitations, it is also incredibly valuable.\textsuperscript{6}

Lines 1469 and 1470

Line 1504 (Importance to Measure and Report)

The paper states that &ldquo;Further, broad comprehensive measures of resource use are preferable, and the health services (or units of resource use) selected for measurement should be conceptually coherent.&rdquo; We believe that this sentence should be reworded to reflect more neutral language. Broad comprehensive resource use measures are not necessarily preferable as different types of resource use measures are more appropriate for different circumstances and audiences; i.e., a point made much earlier in the document.

Line 1486 (Importance to Measure and Report)

We do not agree with the addition of &ldquo;unexplained&rdquo; variation to the NQF evaluation criteria. Addressing and capturing progress on explained variations such as geographic differences in healthcare spending remains critical. We therefore encourage the steering committee to remove the reference to &ldquo;unexplained&rdquo; variation. This should also be addressed in Appendix B"
We appreciate the steering committee’s desire to encourage that measures of resource use be implemented in conjunction with measures of quality of care. However, we are concerned about the statement that "&ldquo;resource use measures that are used alongside quality or health outcome measures would be given preference over those that are not.&rdquo; We believe that this practice could stifle innovation in the development of resource-use measures, which is still an emerging area. Additionally, there is a dearth of health outcome measures. Giving preference to resource use measure simply because it is accompanied by a endorsed quality measure may also be misguided; some process measures lack a strong link to outcome and will therefore fail to better ensure &ldquo;quality and value of care.&rdquo;  

Lines 1555 (Feasibility)  

It is proposed that the original NQF criteria around feasibility will now be interpreted to require that &ldquo;The cost associated with the use of measures for public reporting or quality improvement is considered as part of the criteria;&rdquo; We do not agree with this concept. Resource measures are derived from claims data, they are relatively economical to administer and a resource use measure We find the white paper is lacking in understanding of the origin of NQF’s resource measure evaluation criteria, which were developed with a primary focus on measures of process-quality and outcomes. In particular, these criteria were developed to stem the tide of narrow and highly specific-quality measures that were being brought to NQF &ldquo;driven by any real testing. The situation with resource-use measures is quite different. In particular: 

Such measures have been in use for a long time by payers to monitor costs; 

They need to be standardized quickly to allow for pairing with already endorsed quality measures for efficiency analysis; and 

They generally can be described and understood as generic models that are not necessarily condition-specific but are amenable to analysis by condition/procedure when needed. 

NQF should decide on the strategy it chooses to take in endorsing measures of resource use. Does it make sense to take every conceivable combination of medical condition/procedure and resource type through the endorsement process, or can measures be endorsed in a more generic form that would allow for rapid development of new criteria? 

We find that the white paper cites no evidence for this statement. We do not agree with this concept. Resource measures are derived from claims data, they are relatively economical to administer and a resource use measure should be considered complex. Instead, we suggest that two types of resource use measures (i.e., per admission, per procedure/condition level) would not necessarily be complex. These measures are likely to have a narrow focus and apply to single providers, limited timeframes, and fairly clean coding and specifications.²  

A second concern is that the effort to amend the current NQF measure evaluation criteria to fit resource use measures seems bound and constrained. It is difficult to see how the proposed criteria would be applied in practice, and, given this ambiguity, leaves too much discretion with future Steering Committees regarding whether or not the criteria are met. We would strongly urge the White Paper Steering Committee to develop a small number of &ldquo;resource use&rdquo; criteria that would help to illustrate how the criteria are intended to be applied. We would suggest the development of &ldquo;resource use&rdquo; scenarios for each of the following: 

A simple per capita resource use measure, e.g., emergency room visits per 1,000 population 

Total annual cost associated with a specific chronic disease, e.g., diabetes 

An episode-based cost measure, e.g., relative cost for an episode of maternity care (mother + infant), using (a) standard pricing and (b) actual pricing. 

Total annual cost of care for a broad population, e.g., that covered by a particular physician organization 

NQF’s resource use criteria.²

The report should acknowledge a potential unintended consequence of public reporting of cost and resource use measures, namely that the prevailing public attitude that &ldquo;more is better&rdquo; may drive business to inefficient providers. Another unintended consequence is when a provider learns that they are on the high end of efficiency and, as a result, demands higher prices from its payers. NQF will need to decide whether reporting to the general public is necessary, as opposed to reporting to the providers, payers, and purchasers involved in the measurement exercise. 

Also, Criterion 3c should be changed to read: &ldquo;NQF&rsquo; list of NQF-endorsed quality measures that can be used alongside the resource use measure.&rdquo; As stated earlier, while certainly preferred, we do not agree that this criterion should be an absolute requirement for endorsement.³ 

The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Resource Use Measurement White Paper. We commend NQF in producing a well thought out, balanced and informative document on Resource Use. The paper does a great job in highlighting the key elements involved in resource use reporting as well as the limitations with various approaches. The document will serve as an excellent guidepost as resource-use reporting continues to mature. 

While we support the paper overall, we do have a few comments and suggestions for refinement.⁴

We were heartened to see that the paper defines efficiency as the relationship of cost of care to quality and not just monetizing resource utilization for purposes of comparison. The AAMC is concerned that the practice of measuring resource use not be utilized to support arbitrary reductions in reimbursement.
Section 4: Resource Use Measure Modules

We strongly agree with the limitations outlined in the paper regarding risk-adjustment. Risk-adjustment models based on claims data are problematic as claims data are unable to accurately capture a patient’s severity of illness and are subject to the vagaries of billing and coding practices.

For resource use measurement to be fair and comparable, the underlying patients should be adjusted for factors such as poverty and severity of illness, which could affect the amount of resources needed to provide quality patient care. The AAMC recommends that the risk adjustment methodologies include patient socio-economic status information. We also believe that patients with substance abuse and mental health disorders should either be removed from the analysis or analyzed separately, as patient compliance is particularly difficult in this patient population. A recent AANAC analysis indicated that income level, patient comorbidities, and substance abuse/mental health disorders may be associated with higher readmission rates. This finding is important because increased readmission rates may result in higher overall episode costs. Thus, adjusting these rates appropriately is critical to obtaining accurate and comparable episode costs.

All resource use measures should utilize risk-adjustment methodologies that are transparent and in the public domain. No proprietary or black box systems should be employed.

Section 5: Limitations, Implications, and Unresolved Questions About Resource Use Measurement

‘Alignment of resource use and quality measures &ndash; Another potential limitation for resource use measurement is the period being measured for both resource use and quality. It would be important to make sure the timeframes are aligned to ensure disparate time periods are not being aggregated. Given the data sources being utilized for the resource use and quality metrics, this could be problematic.

Timeliness of information &ndash; In order for resource use information to be actionable it needs to be timely. A limitation for resource use measures is that they often require a long time window to account for analysis time as well as clean periods prior to and post the measurement period. If there is a significant delay between the data collection and reporting, the data becomes less actionable as it is not measuring current practice.’

That being said, there are also issues to consider in what constitutes a group. ‘The logic to determine a group practice could focus on the use of Tax ID numbers, however large physician group practices can have a Tax ID for each practice within the overall group as well as a Tax ID for the overall practice.

No matter how the groups are constituted, in order for the measures to be useful physicians need to be able to drill down to the individual patient level data to determine who are the attributed patients, which physician they saw and what were the clinical outcomes.’

‘Costing methodologies - We were heartened to see that the paper defines efficiency as the relationship of cost of care to quality and not just monetizing resource utilization for purposes of comparison. The AAMC is concerned that the practice of measuring resource use not be utilized to support arbitrary reductions in reimbursement.

In order for resource use reporting to be effective, the information needs to be actionable. In addition, the measuring of resources must also include a way to measure performance improvement. Utilizing geographic variation for resource use is problematic as it is not actionable at the provider level and has no ability to account for performance improvement therefore meaningless the usability.

We appreciate the discussion regarding actual prices and standardized prices, however we recommend utilizing standardized prices in order to provide a level playing field for comparisons. Similarly, we recommend any special payments to teaching hospitals such as RM, DOQ and CSR should be excluded from any costing methodology to avoid unfairly penalizing teaching hospitals.’

Section 4: Resource Use Measure Modules

‘The Advanced Medical Technology Association (AdvaMed) appreciates this opportunity to review and provide comments on the NQF &quot;Resource Use Measurement White Paper. We believe that the paper provides a wide-ranging review dealing with the complex issues involving health care efficiency and resource measurement. Additionally, we strongly support the recommendation in the paper that resource use measurement developers be transparent in every step of the process during the development and specification of the measures.’

‘AdvaMed has concerns regarding the use of administrative claims-based data for developing resource-use measures. As noted in the White Paper, it is important to emphasize that claims data lacks robust clinical information and other pertinent patient data, such as those contained in medical records and therefore, provides only limited clinical information. Although administrative data is used for measuring resource utilization, it is important to emphasize the need for complete data on patient encounters with the health care system. As discussed in the Billing/Measure Specification Steps by Methodology section, there may be an incompleteness of resource utilization data for beneficiaries. For example, Medicare may not have comprehensive data on the pharmaceutical utilization, or the utilization of the Medicare Advantage enrollees. To the extent that resource utilization measures will be translated into efficiency measures, it is necessary to have complete data on all encounters with the health care system, including pharmacy, which will better estimate the true value of particular health care interventions or therapies. For example, a new technology may offset drug or post-operative care utilization and if certain benefits are not captured, it will systematically bias the resource utilization measures and the efficiency measures of particular procedures.’
Oct 12 2010 5:24PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  Advamed believes that it is fundamentally important that measures of cost, or resource use, be considered only when accompanied by measures of quality related to the same health care. Considering episodes of care, resource-use must be determined over an appropriate episode of care, which includes a period of time sufficiently long enough to capture all the benefits and costs of the care. One could easily erroneously draw conclusions about the relative benefits and costs of care if an inappropriate time period is used. We believe that it only makes sense for efficiency &ndash; and measures dealing with efficiency &ndash; to be defined to include both quality and cost, and there should be no reduction in quality.

Oct 12 2010 5:24PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  'The White Paper includes the concept of quality outcomes in the definition of efficiency, even though the focus of the paper is on resource-use measures apart from quality measures. However, we recommend the paper include a more specific discussion about the NQF\'s view regarding the need to combine resource-measures with outcomes measures. Otherwise, we question why NQF would endorse resource-use measures without a clear path to combining them with clinical outcomes measures. While we understand payer\&apos;interest in developing episode-based resource-use measures, it is important that NQF consistently articulate the need to combine resource-use measures with clinical outcomes measures to fully capture effectively measure efficiency.'

Oct 12 2010 5:25PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  Although the White Paper notes that efficiency measures should incorporate quality, the body of the White Paper does not address this matter, except for including quality in two of the eleven &lsquo;Principles for Resource Use Measure Evaluation&rsquo; (Pages 50-51). Unfortunately, the White Paper lacks any discussion concerning how resource measures should incorporate outcomes and quality in the design of the measures themselves. Additionally, the paper does not provide any examples of resource measures incorporating quality within the measures. Advamed suggests that NQF consider including a discussion and comparison of the advantages and disadvantages (as noted in the other issue areas throughout the White Paper) of approaches such as:

Creating quality/outcome bands, such as shown in Exhibit 1 on page 6; so that efficiency is only compared within the same quality/outcome band. The diagram currently depicts high and low quality bands in the context of cost; however we would suggest showing more quality bands.

Oct 12 2010 5:25PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  Evaluating the reliability criteria for resource-use measures will present particular challenges. Fully capturing the resources associated with a health care episode is complicated by external factors to a greater extent than the quality measures that NQF traditionally has endorsed. As described in the White Paper, using payments associated with particular services as a relative measure of resource use is susceptible to variations in payments across payers. Variations exist not only in the amount of payment across payers for the same service, but also whether different payers will cover a particular service or procedure at all. These variations in payment&ndash;policies can influence not only the estimated resources associated with providing a particular service, but also whether a service or procedure is performed. We recommend the White Paper acknowledge this challenge with the reliability of resource-use measures when used across different payers.

Oct 12 2010 5:25PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  Including quality and outcomes as an important consideration in selecting peer groups for comparison. This could be added to the discussion of &lsquo;Peer Group Identification and Assignment&rsquo; on pages 37-41. Additionally, the issue of higher cost/better quality technology may be addressed by appropriate peer group comparisons &ndash; e.g., comparing physicians within a specialty in a particular geographic area. To the extent that appropriate practice patterns, including use of the new technology, are established in the specialty, then the comparison group will incorporate the cost.

Addressing quality and outcomes in &lsquo;Setting Thresholds&rsquo; (pages 41-42): This brief discussion mentions that outliers can be due to inappropriate treatment, rare or extremely complicated cases, or coding error. It fails to mention, however, that outliers could be due to the use of new technology or better outcomes/higher quality.

Oct 12 2010 5:25PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  The White Paper should discuss explicitly that adjustments might need to be made to recognize the cost of using new technology that leads to better quality or improved outcomes and it should discuss ways that such adjustments could be made.

Finally, Advamed believes that the White Paper should clearly state that the NQF will evaluate and compare alternative resource use measures, in part based on their handling of the difficult issue of controlling for differential quality and outcomes.

Oct 12 2010 5:25PM Steven Brotman  Advanced Medical Technology Association  General Comments on the White Paper  The resource utilization measures should include mechanisms to recognize and account for resources associated with and required by new technologies. The implementation of these measures should not deter the use of new technologies and certain therapies which may necessarily require follow-up care protocols to ensure the optimal treatment and health outcomes.

The White Paper should discuss the difficulty of accounting for differences in long-term outcomes in measure development. Advamed believes that the importance of this topic warrants creating a new section in this paper to adequately address the issue. Without guidance or direction to the contrary, proposed resource-use measures may consider only short-term outcomes &ndash; if they consider outcomes at all. There are treatments and technologies which are more costly up-front, however they show benefit only over a longer time horizon. As the purpose of the White Paper is to pose important technical issues which measure developers must consider, it would be a serious oversight for the issue of long-term outcomes to be overlooked.

Oct 12 2010 5:40PM Lisa Latts WellPoint  Jennifer Williams-Bader WellPoint  General Comments on the White Paper  WellPoint agrees with the report as written. The criteria for assessing resource use measures are appropriate.

Oct 12 2010 5:40PM Lisa Latts WellPoint  Jennifer Williams-Bader WellPoint  General Comments on the White Paper  WellPoint agrees with the report as written. The criteria for assessing resource use measures are appropriate.
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<td>The report contains a detailed discussion of the treatment of outliers. The approach to addressing outliers may need to be flexible and not rely on a single rule that is applied universally across all measures. For example, truncation can be performed at the provider specialty level as opposed to the measure level as data have shown that specialties such as dermatology have low costs while oncology can have higher costs. We agree that stratification by populations can be a useful tool to identify disparities. However, stratification does not need to be included in all analyses, unlike risk-adjustment, which is critical for outcomes and used in most cost efficiency measurements. The report includes reporting mechanisms as part of the required modules. Reporting requirements are not currently required for NQF review of quality measures and we would like additional clarity on NQF’s rationale for including reporting requirements. It would also be helpful for NQF to clarify if the reporting mechanisms will be part of the endorsed measure specifications or if they will be published separately from the specifications, similar to the NQF-DHQ standards. NQF should consider developing criteria to evaluate the reporting mechanisms, including evidence and results from testing the reporting methodology.¹ The report should note that sample size issues are a challenge to all types of measures. In addition to EMR data, ICD-10 will increase the utility of claims and administrative data by adding some clinical data to claims fields.¹</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Criterion 1(i) states that a measure must demonstrate an association between the measured resource use and level of performance with respect to one or more of the other five IOM aims of quality. It is unclear if the broader definition of measure focus will include quality as well as resource use. We encourage NQF to review resource use measures as standalone measures. When reporting resource use, quality information should be included where measures are available. As stated under the A&amp;Q Modules al., section, NQF requires the submission of reporting mechanisms as part of the resource use measures, including proposed attribution, sample size, etc. If the reporting mechanisms are to be included in the endorsed measure specifications, NQF will need to develop criteria to evaluate the reporting mechanisms. The criteria should contain a requirement to test the measure and reporting mechanisms.¹</td>
</tr>
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Section 6: Summary of NQF Evaluation Criteria for Measures of Resource Use

It is unclear if resource use measures will need to meet all the Principles articulated in the report. Measures that meet the majority of the Principles should also be considered for endorsement. Application of the Principles should not hinder the development of new resource use measures given the current lack of availability of such measures.

The NQF should ensure that terms included in the Principles are clearly defined. For example, Principle 7 includes the term &ldquo;comprehensive measures&rdquo; which requires definition. Further clarification or an example would better illustrate this Principle's intent. Additionally, specific terms such as &ldquo;Transparency&rdquo; need to be clarified as they could be open to interpretation. In some cases, the individual data underlying the measure cannot be made publicly available due to privacy reasons. NQF should consider adding a Principle that notes the connection between resource use measures and their role in helping achieve the Triple Aim: Better Care, Better Health and Lower Costs.

Section 6: Summary of NQF Evaluation Criteria for Measures of Resource Use

We concur with the recommendation that resource use measurement methodologies should be transparent as this will facilitate provider acceptance and participation. As resource use measures are complex, understandability and correct interpretation of results may be a challenge. The language in this case should reflect approaches that can address these challenges and should be part of the measure development process.

I looked over the white paper and it is very informative. It appears that the committee realizes the complexity of accurate resource use measures. It almost seems overwhelming, but I think their suggested approach of a macro/micro one is pretty good.

As for Diagnostic Imaging, my concern is that imaging utilization (as a resource) is measured in relation to not only the episode of care, but the complexity of the patient and underlying comorbidities. For example, utilization rates of CT for abdominal pain in the Emergency Center might be completely different (and appropriately so) for a Comprehensive Cancer Center such as MD Anderson&mdash;strictly based on the complexity of the patient population. Obviously, hospital utilization rates will also vary based on the patient&mdash;let us do far more CT's per patient than a community hospital.

The depth of the paper seems to acknowledge and begin to address these issues.

Section 1: Measuring Efficiency and Resource Use in Healthcare

Janet M. Corrigan, PhD, MBA
President and CEO,
National Quality Forum

Regarding the &ldquo;Resource Use Measurement White Paper,&rdquo; there are a few points to ponder. It is true that episodes are based on conditions which do not necessarily add up to measure total resources. The paper suggests use of different types of episodes (acute, chronic) as a solution. It would be even better to go one step further and use additional types (minim, major) to optimize the accounting.

Second, while it may be preferable to use multiple rather than single attribution&ldquo; to solve the attribution dilemma, this in itself is controversial. Physicians are always personally held responsible for their actions in every other aspect of medicine--legal, competency etc. By stressing individual attribution, we can also emphasize individual accountability. Finally, efficiency of care may be synonymous with value as in the value equation (high quality/low cost), but it does not encompass the five aims of quality from IOM; it is just one. The term accountability of care may be a more fitting as it encompasses quality, cost, and indeed value.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments, and look forward to continuing to work with NQF to improve healthcare.

Section 2: Designing Measures that Acknowledge the Real World While Producing Usable Output

Initiating and providing a system of electronic healthcare &ldquo;homes&rdquo; would be useful to track and measure outcomes. These homes could be licensed. National homes would be primary care providers and medication therapy management pharmacists. Standardized software would be maintained and accessible for measurement of outcomes. If a patient wishes to change &ldquo;homes&rdquo; data could be electronically transferred to the new &ldquo;home.&rdquo; This way there would always be a central location to a patient medical record. Records would be encrypted for privacy.

I noticed a lack of addressing medication use, a priority. I strongly suggest addition of medication education and medication recommendations to be added to the Recommended Taxonomies Table. Proper medication use is critical to improved outcomes and lower healthcare costs by keeping patients out of hospitals and avoiding adverse drug reactions which can lead to hospitalizations. Medication Therapy Management (MTM), which specifically includes medication education and medication recommendations by pharmacists in collaboration with physicians, has been shown to improve medication use and improve outcomes.

Section 6: General Comments on the White Paper

I would concur that the measures need to be defined. Using MSI to define the measure leads to the question of what is the difference between a &ldquo;Single&rdquo; and a &ldquo;Multiple&rdquo; one.

In the measure that I created for &ldquo;Index Medicated Days&rdquo; for an individual patient, I would choose a &ldquo;Multiple&rdquo; one. However, for a hospital population as a whole, I would choose a &ldquo;Single&rdquo; one.

Using a formula to define the measure may be a better approach. For example, in the measure that I created for &ldquo;Index Medicated Days&rdquo; for an individual patient, I would choose a &ldquo;Multiple&rdquo; one. However, for a hospital population as a whole, I would choose a &ldquo;Single&rdquo; one.